
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESSE EXPERIENCE TREATMENT PROTOCOL 
Esse Lifting Massage  



 

 

 

 

 
Targets: 
› signs of ageing 
› expression lines, fine lines and wrinkles 
› skin laxity 
› dull, sallow skin 
› poor circulation 
 
Esse Product 
› Protect Oil 

 

This massage uses myofascial release and lifting movements to release facial 
muscle tension, iron out expression lines and sculpt, contour, and tighten facial 
muscles. 

At the same time, it addresses poor circulation and excess fluid build-up by 
stimulating the overall skin function and the removal of waste products. 

This treatment gives instant results with improved texture, plumpness, and a 
brighter appearance. 

Due to the stimulating effect of the massage, this massage is not indicated for 
sensitive, delicate, or fragile skin. 

Warm up 
Perform each movement at least 10 - 15 times. 

1. Perform acupressure points across the forehead in an outward direction 
towards the temples. Divide the forehead into 2 lines to ensure even 
coverage of the area. 

2. Apply firm pressure to the acupressure points across the eyebrows using 
thumb pads. 

3. Apply pressure to the acupressure point below the eye, working on the 
zygomatic (cheek) bone. 

4. Apply pressure to the acupressure points just below the zygomatic (cheek) 
bone. 

5. Apply pressure to the chin and work the pressure points along the jaw, 
working up towards the temples. 

 
6. Using the entire length of the thumbs, perform alternating thumb 

strokes from the eyebrows to the forehead. Ensure pressure is 
applied in an upward, lifting direction. 

7. Follow the thumb stroking with alternating flat hand strokes in the same area. 

 

ESSE LIFTING MASSAGE 
 30-40 Minutes 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Cleanse 1 Make-up Remover 

Cleanse 2 Cream Cleanser 

Cleanse 3 Sensitive Cleanser 

Exfoliate Microderm Exfoliator 

Massage Facial Massage Cream 

Mask Omega Mask 

Tone Sensitive Toner 

Serum Hyaluronic Serum, 

Treatment Eye & Lip Treatment, Repair Oil 

Moisturise Nourish Moisturiser 

Foundation Foundation 

 

 



 

8. Perform lifting and draining eye movements in the shape of a half 
figure of 8. Support the eye at the temple area with your outside 
hand. 

9. Support the eye at the temple with the outside hand and perform 3 
deep rotaries around the left eye. 

 
Follow by supporting the right eye at the temple and performing 3 deep 
rotaries around the right eye. 

 

10. Slide down to the chin area and proceed with lifting the skin in an 
upward direction. 

11. Repeat the alternating thumb strokes and flat hand strokes on the forehead. 
 

Lifting 
 
12. Starting at the base of the neck, work in the direction of the back of the neck in 

a rolling, pinch-like movement using both hands. 
Cover the entire area from the base of the neck to the jawline. 

13. Starting at the chin, cover the lower part of the cheek with the 
same rolling technique, working towards the base of the ear. 
Gradually move upwards, starting first from the corner of the 
mouth, followed by the side of the nose, temples, and forehead. 

14. Supporting the neck area using the left hand, use the right hand 
under the jaw and proceed with quick, lifting tapotement 
movements using the finger pads. Start from the chin and follow 
the jaw towards the ear. 

 
15. Mould and support the skin with the “V-shape” while using the index 

and thumb of the right hand to perform pinching movements in 
between the supporting fingers, starting from the chin, working towards 
the ears.  
Finish this movement by performing firm “V-shape” drains along the 
jawline. 

 
16. Perform rotaries on the masseter muscle. Using the left hand to support 

the cheek, massage the masseter muscle using the thumbs or index 
fingers to relieve any tension in the area. 

 
17. Using relaxed hands and fingers, perform tapotement movement, 

ensuring that the side of the fingers are used to strike the skin 
rhythmically. 

 
18. Gently reposition the clients head and proceed to repeat 

movements 12 – 17 on the client’s right side. 
 



 

 

Sculpting 
Perform each movement at least 10 – 15 times. 

 
19. Perform deep pinching movements from the chin to the ears. 

20. Perform deep, lifting rotaries along the base of the zygomatic (cheek) bone. 

21. Apply pressure to the lips, working outwards towards the corners of the 
mouth and back to the middle. Work both sides simultaneously. 

22. Perform the same pinching movement, this time with alternating 
hands covering the entire length of the mouth. 

23. Position the index and middle fingers of both hands into a “V-shape” 
and drain the top and the bottom part of the lips towards the masseter 
muscle. 

 
24. Drain below the zygomatic (cheek) bone using the lateral side of the thumbs. 

25. Perform pinching movements using the index finger and thumb of the 
right hand in between the “V-shape” of other hands fingers, working from 
the nose towards the ears. 

 
26. Work the orbital (eye) area by placing the thumbs on the eyebrows 

and the index fingers on the zygomatic (cheek) bone. Drain both 
sides simultaneously towards the temples. 

 
27. Working the left eyebrow, use the thumbs and index fingers of both 

hands in alternating, pinch-like movements. Repeat on the right side. 
 
28. Perform deep petrissage movements across the forehead using 

middle and ring fingers. Work the forehead from side to side. 
 

29. Using the index finger of the right hand, work in between the “V-shape” 
focusing on the corrugator and frontalis muscles. 

 
30. Finish the sculpting section by applying firm, flat handed strokes in an 

upward direction across the forehead, alternating hands. 
 

Relaxing/Cool down 
 
This can be done using a jade roller, Gua Sha stone or spoon or cold 
stones. 
Perform each movement 3 – 5 times. 
If you have more than one piece of equipment available, you can treat 
both sides of the face simultaneously. 
 
 



 

31. Starting from the left side of the face, perform 3-5 slides from the 
profundus to the terminus as an opening movement. 

32. Starting at the base of the neck in line with the ear, glide upward towards 
the jawline, moving from the lateral aspect of the neck to the middle, 
avoiding any pressure on the trachea. 

33. Starting at the chin, glide along the jawline towards the ears. 

34. From the centre of the chin, glide along the lower part of the cheek 
towards the ear. 

35. From the side of the mouth, glide outwards towards the middle of the 
ear. Follow with a draining movement from the profundus to the 
terminus. 

36. From the corner of the nose, follow the base of the zygomatic (cheek) 
bone towards the middle of the ear. Follow with a draining movement 
from the profundus to the terminus. 

37. Starting at the corner of the eyebrow, glide over the eyebrow towards 
the temple. 

38. Start at the centre of the forehead and glide outwards towards the temple. 
 

39. Glide from the forehead, down to the temples, profundus and finally 
ending off at the terminus. Repeat 5 to 10 times. 

40. Repeat movements on the other side of the face. 

41. Finish off the Lifting Massage by draining the décolleté using flat hands, 
ending off on the shoulders with a gentle pressure. 

 
Cold stones option for relaxing and cool down.  
Perform each movement 3-5 times. 

 Starting from the profundus slide down to the terminus as an 
opening movement. 

 Starting at the base of the neck in line with the ear, glide upward towards 
the jawline, moving from the lateral aspect of the neck to the middle, 
avoiding any pressure on the trachea. 

 Starting at the chin, glide along the jawline towards the ears. 

 From the centre of the chin, glide along the lower part of the cheek 
towards the ear. 

 From the side of the mouth, glide outwards towards the middle of the 
ear. Follow with a draining movement from the profundus to the 
terminus. 



 

 From the corner of the nose, follow the base of the zygomatic (cheek) 
bone towards the middle of the ear. Follow with a draining movement 
from the profundus to the terminus. 

 Starting at the corner of the eyebrow, glide over the eyebrow towards 
the temple. 

 Start at the centre of the forehead and glide outwards towards the temple. 

 Glide from the forehead, down to the temples, profundus and finally 
ending off at the terminus. Repeat 5 to 10 times. 

 Finish off the Lifting Massage by draining the décolleté using flat hands, 
ending off on the shoulders with a gentle pressure. 

 
Optional add-on using facial cups: 
This step can be included after the sculpting section and before the cool 
down section. 
Repeat 3 – 5 times. 

 Starting at the profundus, draw tissue into the cup and release, 
working down towards the terminus. 

 
 Working along the same line, draw tissue into the cup and glide 

down the jugular from the profundus to the terminus. 
 

 Starting below the chin, draw tissue into the cup and slide horizontally 
towards the ear area, following the jawline. Perform horizontal slides 
while moving down the neck. Finish by doing a drain from the profundus 
down to the terminus. 

 
 Start at the chin, draw tissue into the cup and release, working towards 

the ear. Follow with a draining movement from the chin to the profundus 
and from there to the terminus. 

 
 Start at the corner of the mouth, draw tissue into the cup and release, 

working towards the ear. Follow with a draining movement from the 
corner of the mouth to the ears and from there, to the terminus. 

 
 Start at the corner of the nose, draw tissue into the cup and release, 

working towards the ear. Follow with a draining movement from the 
corner of the nose to the ears and from there, to the terminus. 

 
 Work below the eye area, starting at the corner of the nose, working 

almost on top of the zygomatic (cheek) bone, draw tissue into the cup 
and release, working towards the temples. Follow with a draining 
movement from the inner corner of the eye to the temples. 

 
 Starting at the corner of the eyebrows, draw tissue into the cup and 

release, working outwards towards the temples. Follow with a draining 



 

movement from the corner of the brow to the temples and from there, 
to the terminus. 

 
 Start in the middle of the forehead, just above the eyebrows. Draw 

tissue into the cup and release, working outwards towards the temples 
and from there, to the terminus. Follow with a draining movement 
covering the same pathways. 

 
 Finish the facial cupping sequence by draining the décolleté using flat 

hands, ending off on the shoulders with a gentle pressure. 
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